Introduction
The occipital  rhythm is the most dominant rhythm in the awake human brain. It has been known since Hans Berger's work in 1929 (Berger, 1929) that when you relax with eyes closed, large amplitude rhythmic oscillations between 7-12 Hz appear above the visual cortex. Thereby, studies of the EEG rhythm in humans abound in the literature. Yet its functional role and relation to visual perception are still little understood and remain a major subject of research (Thut et al., 2006; Hanslmayr et al., 2007; Busch et al., 2009; Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010; Lange et al., 2014; Milton et al., 2016) . In comparison, oscillations have surprisingly not received much attention in monkeys' physiological research (Jensen et al., 2015) , compared to other brain rhythms (Eckhorn et al., 1993; Schmiedt et al., 2014) . This discrepancy could come from the fact that  is generally suppressed by, or negatively correlated with visual stimulation , so this rhythm has long been viewed as the "idling" state of the brain (Pfurtscheller et al., 1996) . However,  is actually not only a spontaneous oscillation: under certain conditions, it can also be positively driven by the visual stimulus, in relation to perception. In this paper, we focused on this stimulus-related , i.e. increase in  amplitude evoked (or induced; David, Kilner & Friston, 2006) First, EEG  in humans is enhanced in response to random non-periodic dynamic stimulation ("perceptual echoes", VanRullen and Macdonald, 2012) . In that experiment, EEG was recorded while participants watched random dynamic sequences of luminance values ("white noise", with a flat power spectrum) within a peripheral disc stimulus. The cross-correlation between the stimulus luminance sequence on each trial and the corresponding EEG was used to probe the impulse response of the brain's visual system. After early modulations (at lags below 250ms) reflecting the classic visual evoked potential response, a striking 10 Hz oscillation was visible, as if the brain echoed the stimulation sequence for more than 1 second. In comparison, the cross-correlation between the same stimulus sequence and a randomly chosen EEG trial did not show the echo. The topographical mapping of this 10 Hz echo in the cross-correlation functions revealed that the oscillation principally occurred over occipital electrodes, which suggests a role for the occipital  rhythm in the maintenance of sensory information over time.
Second, EEG  in humans is also enhanced in response to certain static stimuli ("flickering wheel illusion", Sokoliuk and VanRullen, 2013) . In that experiment, a static wheel (with 32 spokes) produced an illusory impression of flicker in its center when observed in the visual periphery. Correspondingly, during this illusion the occipital  rhythm of the EEG was the only oscillation that showed a clear response peak. The peak was much decreased in a control condition that did not evoke an illusion of flicker (8-spokes wheel). This study showed that alpha oscillations can reverberate in response to steady visual stimulation, and suggested that these reverberations can sometimes exceed the perceptual threshold and be directly experienced as an illusory flicker. Further, this  reverberation appeared to depend on the spatial content of the stimulus.
Together, these two studies using EEG in humans have shown that  is not only a spontaneous oscillation but also reflects visual input processing. What is the cortical spatial profile for this stimulus-related  rhythm?
Human EEG cannot easily answer this question due to its poor spatial resolution. Here, we propose to use voltagesensitive dye imaging (VSD) in V1 of three anesthetized monkeys to investigate at high spatial and temporal induce an oscillatory response in Monkey V1 at the population mesoscopic level. Similar to human "perceptual echoes", we observed a ~10hz spectral peak in the cross-correlation between the stimulus luminance sequence and the corresponding VSD response on each trial. Similarly, a 8-spokes static wheel also elicited a 10hz oscillation in the VSD response, as in the "flickering wheel" illusion.
Results
-band oscillations (centered around 10 Hz) have been extensively studied in the human visual system using scalprecorded EEG (Klimesch et al., 1998; Romei et al., 2008) , whereas in non-human primates, studies are sparse (Gilad et al., 2012) and stem from local field potentials (LFP) recordings (Wilke et al., 2006; Spaak et al., 2012) . To investigate the existence and properties of these oscillations in monkey V1, we proposed a mesoscopic approach using VSD recordings from V1 of three anesthetized monkeys ( Fig. 1A-B ), visually stimulated with either random sequences of luminance values within a disc stimulus (« perceptual echoes », Fig. 1C -D) or static images of wheels retinotopically centered on the retinotopic representation of the recorded cortical region (« static wheel », Fig. 1E -F). These two stimulation protocols have already demonstrated an enhanced  oscillatory response in humans (VanRullen and Macdonald, 2012; Sokoliuk and VanRullen, 2013) . Voltage-sensitive dye imaging signals reflect with a high spatiotemporal resolution the dynamics of cortical processing at the population level, i.e. each pixel represents the sum of membrane potential changes of about 150-200 neurons (Chemla and Chavane, 2010b) .
Therefore, VSDI provides us with the possibility of exploring the emergence of visually-evoked  oscillations in V1 and at high spatial resolution. First, we looked at the cross-correlation between dynamic sequences randomly modulated in luminance (i.e. « perceptual echoes » stimulation protocol, see Fig. 1C -D) and the corresponding VSD response. Figure 2A shows the averaged cross-correlation functions across trials (and across the entire V1 cortical region-of-interest) for the three monkeys, respectively M1, M2 and M3. As in humans (VanRullen & Macdonald, 2012) , we can observe for each monkey an early-evoked response (marked by a solid arrow) followed (dashed arrows in M1 and M2) or not (M3) by an  oscillation. This oscillation was further characterized in Figure 2B by exploring the power spectrum of the cross-correlation computed pixel-by-pixel and averaged (black traces). In order to verify the stimulus-related nature of this ~10 Hz oscillation, we also performed the same analysis on the cross-correlation functions between each input sequence and the VSD response from a randomly chosen trial. As expected, the averaged power spectrum of this surrogate, depicted in red on each panel of Figure 2B , is lacking the  peak. Figure 2C z-score analysis between these two conditions (the surrogate being averaged over 100 repetitions) for each frequency. This analysis shows that a stimulus-induced increase in oscillation occurs only at ~10 Hz only for M1 and M2 (threshold of 3.09 z-score which corresponds to p-value of 0.01).
FIGURE 2
Second, we looked at the spectral analysis of VSD responses to static wheel stimuli (i.e. « static wheel » stimulation protocol, see Fig Hz for M1 and 7-12Hz otherwise) of the power spectra.
FIGURE 3  oscillatory activity in monkey V1 depends on the spatial frequency of the stimulus
We then wondered whether this power increase in the -band systematically varies with the visual stimuli. For both monkeys, the  peak seems much stronger for the 8-spokes wheel condition (blue traces) than for the 32-spokes 7 13 107 108 109 110 111 112 14 wheel condition (red traces). To test this observation, we combined the two wheel conditions (8-and 32-spokes) and extracted the peak frequency of the resulting power spectrum (8 Hz for M1 and 8.66 Hz for M2) and we derived the spatial alpha maps separately for all conditions at that peak frequency (see Figure 4 , bottom rows for M1 and M2: Gaussian stimulus, 8-and 32-spokes wheel stimuli in panels A, B and C respectively). In panel D of Figure 4 , we reported the averaged  amplitude over a specific ROI, shown as black contours on top of all maps.
This ROI corresponds to the cortical representation of the wheel center (highest-level activity pixels in V1 in response to the local stimulation shown in panel A). For both M1 and M2, the averaged alpha amplitude was significantly stronger for the 8-spokes wheel stimulus (in blue) than for the other two conditions, i.e. the local stimulus (in black) and the 32-spokes wheel stimulus (in red; nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.001).
 oscillatory activity in monkey V1 can be dissociated from evoked activity
Qualitatively, both wheel stimuli generated very similar VSD responses (see Fig. 3 , A-D-G for the three monkeys respectively), i.e. in amplitude and time-course, however only the 8 spokes evoked a strong alpha activity. This suggests that there was no trivial link between alpha oscillatory activity and overall evoked activity level. A quantitative analysis is reported in Figure 4D (top rows for M1 and M2), by temporally averaging the VSD activity over the steady-state period (spatial activity maps in panels A, B and C, top rows). We observed a small difference in VSD activity for M1 between the two wheel conditions (8-vs. 32-spokes wheel; nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 0.0143) and a significant increase in VSD activity for M2 in response to the 32-spokes wheel stimulus compared to the 8-spokes wheel stimulus (nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.001). In both cases, these results show that there is no link between  oscillatory activity and the global level of VSD evoked activity.  oscillatory activity in monkey V1 is maximal at the wheel's center and decreases rapidly with eccentricity Finally, we explored the spatial dependence of the  activity relative to the center of the wheel stimuli (specifically in the 8-spokes wheel condition, where the strongest alpha response was recorded). For both monkeys, we determined the center of mass of the local ROI depicted in black in Figure 4 , and from this point we computed an isotropic distance map (see Figure 5A ) in order to plot both the VSD activity (in black) and the  amplitude (in 
where  and  are respectively the mean and the standard deviation. The amplitude distributions (mean  SD) and fits were then superimposed in Figure 5B for M1 and Figure 5C for M2. This analysis provided us with two interesting results: i) the strongest  oscillatory activity lies in or around the retinotopic position of the wheel's center (blue curves,  = 0 and  = 0.4 for M1 and M2 respectively), consistent with subjective reports of the flickering wheel illusion in human subjects; Sokoliuk and VanRullen, 2013) ; ii)  oscillatory activity is more local since it decreases rapidly along cortical space (blue curves,  = 3.1 and  = 2.0 for M1 and M2 respectively), whereas the VSD response extends much further (black curves,  = 4.6 and  = 4.0 for M1 and M2 respectively).
Note that another recording session in monkey M2 one week later showed reproducibility of the results (see Supplementary Figure) . 
Discussion
We used voltage-sensitive dye imaging from V1 in three anesthetized monkeys to investigate the presence of oscillatory activity in response to specific visual stimulation previously tested in human EEG. In two monkeys, we observed a ~10hz spectral peak in the cross-correlation between random, non-periodic dynamic luminance sequences and the corresponding VSD response on each trial. The same two monkeys also showed a ~10hz oscillatory response when visually stimulated with a static wheel. In conclusion, both visual stimulation protocols (i.e. « perceptual echoes » and « static wheel », see methods) induced -band oscillations in V1 of two of the three monkeys. Altogether, our results are in accordance with the human studies (respectively VanRullen and MacDonald, 2012 and Sokoliuk and VanRullen, 2013) : -frequency reverberations can be observed in response to specific visual stimuli; the magnitude of this alpha response depends on the type of stimulation (spatial frequency of the wheel), but it can be dissociated from stimulus-evoked activity. Therefore the current study demonstrates that, in monkeys, -band activity, generally thought of as spontaneous fluctuations or an 'idling rhythm', can also be linked to visual processing.
Interestingly, not all monkeys exhibited  oscillations. This inter-individual variability in monkeys is reminiscent of inter-individual differences in human  rhythm. The latter have been widely studied (Klimesch et al., 1999; 2003; Olbrich and Achermann, 2005; Bodenmann et al., 2009 ) and have been shown to be large and mainly dependent on age and genetic factors. For example, in a recent study dedicated to inter-and intra-individual variability in alpha peak frequency, Haegens and collaborators reported a lack of alpha peak in the spectra of some participants (Haegens et al., 2014) . However, the reason for such notable difference in those individuals remains unanswered.
Inspecting the  dependence on the spatial frequency of the wheel stimulus (8-vs 32-spokes wheel), we surprisingly reported that humans and monkeys show opposite preference. Indeed, the spatial frequency of the wheel pattern that generated the strongest  fluctuations in monkeys (8-spokes; Fig. 4B ) does not induce an oscillatory perception in humans (Sokoliuk and VanRullen, 2013; their Fig 2A) . Although an hypothesis about difference in consciousness states cannot be totally rejected (Purdon et al., 2013) , we rather suggest that the relative preference is more likely to be explained by differences in the spatial organization of the visual cortex between the two species (Dow et al., 1981; Van Essen et al., 1984; Dumoulin and Wandell, 2008; Harvey and Dumoulin, 2011 ), e.g. cortical magnification factor, receptive field size, eccentricity maps, and remains to be explored.
The current study analyzing VSDI recordings in monkey V1 gave us the opportunity to explore the neural basis of stimulus-related  oscillations. This question is indeed difficult to address, since -band oscillations are ubiquitous in the brain. They have been simultaneously observed in many brain regions, the thalamus and the cortex being the two major candidate generators. The debate on the genesis of -band oscillations mainly focused on thalamocortical resonance (Steriade et al., 1990; Bollimunta et al., 2011) and cortical feedback (Buffalo et al., 2011; Van Kerkoerle et al., 2011) mechanisms. However, finding the origins of alpha-frequency oscillations does not necessarily reveal whether they play a role in visual information processing. Here, we showed that an oscillatory activity in the -band occurs in V1 and that this oscillation can be induced by the visual stimulation. Therefore, we explicitly provided a link between the  rhythm and visual input processing in monkey V1.
Furthermore, we revealed that the  peak is localized in space at the retinotopic position of the wheel's center while it is not necessarily the case for the peak of VSD activity; and the spatial extent of alpha reverberations was also limited compared to the corresponding VSD evoked activity (Fig. 5 ). This localized reverberatory activity could therefore be part of the neural substrates accounting for the perception of an illusory regular flicker restricted to the wheel center, previously reported in humans (Sokoliuk and VanRullen, 2013) .
Finally, this study has been done on anesthetized monkeys in order to demonstrate that  oscillations are stimulus-induced and not resulting from task-dependent feedback signals related to attention (van Kerkoerle et al., 2014) or other higher-order phenomenon (Gilbert and Li, 2013) . In addition, with anesthetized and paralyzed monkeys, we ruled out the possible idea that the  rhythm could have been solely induced by small microsaccades (Dimigen et al., 2011) . We can wonder whether the same oscillations could be induced in awake monkeys. Indeed, ongoing activity in the -band is well known to be prominent in a quiet awake state and linked to conscious perception (Ruhnau et al., 2014) and attention (Klimesch 2012) , all of which are likely to be negatively affected by anaesthesia. However, as we focused our study on stimulus-related rather than spontaneous  activity, we surmise that our results should not solely reflect the anesthesia level (although anesthesia could be responsible for other mechanisms in the -band (e.g. Vijayan et al., 2013; Flores et al., 2017) ). Nevertheless, testing awake monkeys with behavioral feedback will be a straightforward follow-up to the present study, to confirm that monkeys perceive the stimuli as humans do, and deepen our knowledge, still largely incomplete, about the neural basis of -band oscillations.
Materials and Methods

Experimental procedures
The experiments were conducted on three monkeys (three female macaca fascicularis). Experimental protocols have been approved by the Marseille Ethical Committee in Neuroscience (approval A10/01/13, official national registration 71-French Ministry of Research). All procedures complied with the French and European regulations for animal research, as well as the guidelines from the Society for Neuroscience.
Surgical preparation, anesthesia and VSD imaging protocol
The monkeys were chronically implanted with a recording chamber over the right hemisphere. Subsequently the dura-mater of the primary visual cortex (V1) was removed surgically over the recording aperture (18mm diameter) and a silicon-made artificial dura-mater was inserted under aseptic conditions to insure a good preparation and an optical access to the cortex (Arieli et al., 2002) . The day of a recording session, the monkeys were initially anesthetized with intramuscular Ketamine propofol and esmeron infusions were stopped and the animal recovered in a very short time (less than 20 minutes on average). The train-of-four (TOF) twitch technique was used to verify induction and reversal of paralysis (Hughes and Griffiths, 2002) . Before recordings, the cortex was stained for three hours with the voltage-senstive dye RH-1691 (Optical Imaging) prepared in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) at a concentration of 0.2 mg/ml and filtered through a 0.2 µm filter. After this staining period, the chamber was rinsed thoroughly with filtered aCSF to wash out any supernatant dye, the artificial dura-mater was inserted back in position and the chamber was closed with transparent agar and cover glass. Subsequently, optical signals were recorded from a focal plane ~300 µm below the cortical surface using a Dalstar camera (512 x 512 pixels resolution, frame rate of 110 Hz) driven by the Imager 3001 system (Optical Imaging). Excitation light was provided by a 100W halogen lamp filtered at 630 nm and fluorescent signals were high-pass filtered at 665 nm. The surgical preparation and VSD imaging protocol have been described in detail in Reynaud et al. (2012) .
Visual stimulation
The visual stimuli consisted of either randomly generated sequences (2.8 sec duration, 80 trials) of luminance values (from 0 to 255 screen gun values, from 2 to 130 cd.m-2 ) displayed within a peripheral disc stimulus (radius: 1.5 degrees of visual angle) on a black background after a pre-stimulus period of 200 ms ("perceptual echoes" protocol) or png images of 8-and 32-spokes wheels (radius: 13.77 degrees of visual angle, 30 trials) displayed on a gray background for 500 ms after a pre-stimulus period of 500 ms ("static wheel" protocol).
In addition, a blank condition, i.e. where no visual stimulus was presented on the screen, was also used in both protocols for the corresponding duration and same number of trials, whereas a local stimulation condition, i.e. 1° diameter Gaussian blob, was only used for the static wheel protocol. Stimuli were displayed monocularly at 60 Hz on a gamma corrected LCD monitor (placed at 57 cm distance from the animal eye plane) using the Elphy software (G. Sadoc, Unic, Paris), communicating with the VDAQ acquisition system (Optical Imaging). The position of the fovea was initially located with a retinal angiography, projected back on the screen using a mirror and all stimuli were centered on the bottom-left at (-1°, -2°) from the foveal position (red dots in Fig. 1A-C 
Data analyses
Stacks of images were stored on hard-drives for off-line analysis with MATLAB R2014a (MathWorks), using the Optimization, Statistics, and Signal Processing Toolboxes.
VSD evoked activity For both protocols, the evoked response to each stimulus was computed in three successive basic steps. First, the recorded value at each pixel was divided by the average value before stimulus onset (frames 0 division) to remove slow stimulus-independent fluctuations in illumination and background fluorescence levels.
Second, this value was subsequently subtracted by the value obtained for the blank condition (blank subtraction) to eliminate most of the noise due to heartbeat and respiration (Shoham et al., 1999) . Third, a linear detrending of the timeseries was applied to remove residual slow drifts induced by dye bleaching (Chen et al., 2008; Meirovithz et al., 2010) . In addition, for the "static wheel" protocol, a spatial smoothing (convolving the raw matrix with a 5x5 pixel flat matrix) and spatial z-score normalization were applied on each evoked averaged map (Fig. 4, top rows) .
The latter was done by dividing them by the standard deviation of the blank condition map, pixel by pixel. In Figure 3 , the time-course traces (top row) result from a spatial averaging over a specific region of interest (ROI), shown as black contours in Figure 4 . These ROIs correspond to high-level activity pixels in V1 in response to the local stimulation, i.e. stimulation of the center of the wheel stimuli (Fig. 4A , z-score = 2). Frequency analysis For the "perceptual echoes" protocol, we first estimated pixel-by-pixel the cross-correlation function between each VSD trial and the corresponding visual stimulation sequence resampled at 100 Hz. For each pixel, we averaged the cross-correlation functions across trials (after excluded the first 0.5 s of each VSD trial and each stimulus sequence) and then performed a Fourier transform of this averaged cross-correlation function to derive its amplitude spectrum. Finally, we computed the averaged power spectrum across pixels (over the entire V1 cortical region-of-interest). For the "static wheel" protocol, power spectra for each condition were directly computed by Fourier transformation of the single-trial VSD data, pixel-by-pixel, and averaged across trials.
Corresponding 1/f fits computed over the range of frequencies from 2 to 30 Hz were subsequently removed to obtain the final amplitude spectra. Spatial  maps can then be derived by specifically looking at one (e.g. peak response was present in the three monkeys (solid arrows), whereas only monkeys M1 and M2 exhibited an oscillatory response (dashed arrows). B: Corresponding amplitude spectra of the cross-correlation functions (black traces) for the three monkeys. The same analysis was also done on the cross-correlation functions between each input sequence and the VSD response from a randomly chosen trial (red traces). C: Z-score analysis between the black and red curves (averaged over 100 repetitions) shown in B. A threshold of 3.09 z-score (horizontal blue lines) corresponds to a p-value of 0.01 and considered statistically significant. 
